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Abstract 
A compact infinite Hausdorff space X is diversity two if aii nonempty ciopen subsets are 
homeomorphic to X and all noncompact open subsets are homeomorphic to each other. We study 
and attempt to classify such spaces. A sufficient basis condition is found for a compact space to be 
diversity two. A characterization is found for compact diversity two, (totally) orderable, separable 
spaces which have no uncountable metrizable subspaces. Compact Souslin lines of diversity two 
are constructed and studied. For compact diversity two orderable spaces whose product is diversity 
two, it is shown that it is independent of ZFC whether one of the factors must be the Cantor set. 
The product of compact diversity two spaces will have diversity two iff it is hereditarily Lindekf. 
Results on diversity two products are obtained via some new results on hereditarily LindelGf 
products of more general spaces. An interesting result proved along the way is: the set of nonjump 
points is scattered in a compact, first countable, ordered space iff under some admissible order on 
the space each point is a jump point. 
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Introduction 
All spaces are assumed to be infinite and Hausdorff. Let C denote the Cantor set. 
The number of nonempty open subsets, up to homeomorphism, of a topological space 
X is called the diversity of X, written div(X) [ 111. 
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Gruenhage and Schoenfeld [ 131 have shown that a compact metric space is homeo- 
morphic to C iff it is diversity two. Mioduszewski [ 171 showed that any compact space 
X of diversity two is homogeneous, dense-in-itself, totally disconnected, and each non- 
compact open subset of X is the disjoint union of countably many open copies of X. So 
X is hereditarily Lindelof, and is hence first countable and has countable spread. (The 
spread of X = sup{lAl: A c X, A is discrete}.) 
In contrast, no diversity one space can be compact since every space must contain a 
noncompact open set. In [1 11. it is shown that diversity one spaces can fail to have the 
following properties: homogeneity, first countability, ccc, and even total disconnectedness. 
However each diversity one space is dense-in-itself, and if such a space is first countable 
and zero dimensional, then it is homogeneous. 
Note that any disjoint union of K. copies of a diversity one space X is diversity two, 
where K = min{b: no collection of 6 open subsets of X is pairwise disjoint}. Hence the 
counterexamples in the previous paragraph extend to noncompact diversity two spaces. 
From now on all diversity two spaces are assumed to be compact. 
We look at additional properties of these spaces, and characterize all such (totally) 
orderable separable spaces which have no uncountable metrizable subspaces. E. van 
Douwen noticed that the product of C and the double arrow space (each of diversity 
two) is a nonorderable space of diversity two. We show it is consistent that if X and 
Y are ordered spaces and &v(X) = div(Y) = div(X x Y) = 2 then either X or Y is 
homeomorphic to C. We also show that it is consistent that there exists a pair of diversity 
two, ccc, nonseparable, ordered spaces whose product is diversity two. In a related result, 
we show that if X and Y are orderable, X is hereditarily Lindelof, and Y is separable 
then X x Y has uncountable spread iff there is an uncountable strictly monotone function 
between sets X’ and Y’ of jump points (see definition below) in X and Y respectively. 
In addition, we obtain some new results on hereditary Lindelof products of more general 
spaces, including conditions under which the product will be hereditarily Lindeliif if it 
is ccc. These results are used to obtain other theorems on diversity two products. 
The only research to date on spaces of finite diversity greater than two appears to have 
been done a decade ago by Bula [5,6]. 
The following definitions will be used throughout the paper: 
An admissible order on an orderable space is a total order under which the open 
intervals generate the topology. 
A jump point in an ordered space is an endpoint or a point with an immediate pre- 
decessor or immediate successor, called a neighbor of that jump point. Note if a jump 
point is not isolated, then its neighbor is unique. 
Generalizing the usual notion, define a Souslirl line to be a ccc, nonseparable ordered 
space (not necessary connected). 
For an ordered space X and S c X, let asX denote (X x (0)) U (S x { 1)) with the 
lexicographic order topology. Then asX is obtained from X by splitting the points of 
S. Informally, asX is obtained from X by replacing each point of S by a pair of points. 
The double arrow of a connected ordered space X is obtained by splitting all non- 
endpoint of X. 
The double arrow of a connected ordered space X is obtained by splitting all non- 
endpoint of X. 
Let D denote the double arrow of the closed unit interval. 
A generalized ordered or GO space is a topological space with a total ordering such 
that each open interval is open in the topology and such that there is a base for the 
topology which consists of convex sets. (A subset of a totally ordered set is said to be 
convex if the interval between any two points of the subset is contained in the subset.) 
A space admits such an ordering iff it is homeomorphic to a subspace of an orderable 
space. 
1. Preliminaries 
A space is scattered if each of its nonempty subsets contains an isolated point. So a 
space is scattered iff it contains no nonempty dense-in-itself subset. 
The length of a scattered space X, denoted by e(X), is the least ordinal CY such that 
the ath derived set X(a) of X is empty. 
Lemma 1.1 [22, Proposition 201. Let X be locally compact and ordered such that its 
set of nonjump points is scattered. Then under any admissible order on X, its set of 
nonjump points is scattered. 
The next proof is essentially the proof of the Theorem in [21] simplified here by 
compactness and first countability. 
Theorem 1.2. Let X be a compact, first countable, ordered space. Then the set of non- 
jump points is scattered iff under some admissible order on X each point is a jump 
point. 
Proof. Sufficiency follows from Lemma 1.1. For necessity let the set of nonjump points 
of X be scattered. Hence X is totally disconnected. Let S be the set of nonjump points 
of X, and let 6 be the order of X. 
Assume the theorem is true for any compact, first countable, ordered space whose set 
of nonjump points has length less than e(S). 
First let e(S) = X -I- 1 for some ordinal X. (This proof will also suffice for e(S) = 0.) 
Since S(‘) is discrete, there is a collection (0,: CC E S(‘)} of pairwise disjoint clopen 
intervals of X containing neither endpoint of X such that 5 E 0, for each z E Sx). 
Now fix p E S(‘). There exists a strictly increasing sequence {zn}nEw and a strictly 
decreasing sequence {yn}nEw both converging to p such that 50 is the first and ya the 
last point of On, and x, and yn are neighbors of x,+1 and yn+r respectively for n odd. 
For each n E w let 1~~ = [~2n,x2~+r] and 121L+r = [yzn+ 1, yzn]. Define an admissible 
order Gp on 0, as follows. For each x, y E 0, (1) p &, x; (2) if 2, y E I, for some 
n E w, then x &, y iff z < y; (3) if z E I,, and y E I, where m is less than n, then 
II: <p y. 
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Let 6, be such an admissible order on 0, for each x E SC’). Define an order <’ on 
X as follows. Let y, z E X. Then y <’ z iff (1) y < .z and there is no 0, containing 
both y and z or (2) y, z E 0, and y 6, z for some zc E A’(‘). It is easy to check that 
<’ is an admissible order for X. Under 6’ the set S’ of nonjump points is contained in 
S - SC’). Hence !(S’) < A, and by the induction hypothesis there is an admissible order 
on X under which each point is a jump point. 
Now let e(S) = X, where X is a limit ordinal. Since X is compact and first countable, 
it has no strictly monotone transfinite sequence. Hence X is hereditarily paracompact 
(e.g., see [9]). Let A = {A,: n: E S} w h ere for each x E S, A, is neighborhood of 
IC such that [(A, n S) < X. Then there exists in Ud a locally finite refinement 3 of 
A, which (since IndX = 0) can be chosen to be a partition of A by clopen intervals 
of X. By the induction hypothesis, for each F E T there is an admissible order <<F on 
X under which each point is a jump point since t(F) < X. Define an admissible order 
<’ on X as follows. Let y, z E X. Then y 6’ z iff (1) y < z and there is no F E F 
containing both y and z, or (2) y, z E F and y <F z for some F E FT. Hence under 6’ 
each point of X is a jump point. 0 
Example 1.3. There exists a first countable, locally compact, scattered, orderable space 
such that under every admissible order there are nonjump points. 
Our example is the lexicographic product WI x (w + l)*, where (w + l)* is w + 1 
with its order reversed. For each N E w + 1 let a* be the corresponding element of 
(w + l)*. There is no admissible order on wi x (w + l)* under which all points in 
{(a,~*): Q E WI} are jump points. Otherwise by the Pressing Down Lemma (see the 
method of proof in [21]) there would exists a stationary subset 5’ of WI, /3 E WI and 
a total order on w x (w + l)* under which (cu,nz) would be less than (0, w*) for all 
LY E S, where each 71, E w; this would destroy the topology. 
Proposition 1.4 [20]. A space is compact, dense-in-itself totally disconnected, separa- 
ble, and orderable iff it is obtained by splitting irrational points (i.e., nonjump points) 
in C. Such a space is nonmetrizable tff the set of points split is uncountable. 
By an argument analogous to the one in [20], the following can be shown. 
Proposition 1.5. A space is compact, dense-in-itself; totally disconnected, ccc, nonsepa- 
rable and orderable iff it is obtainedfrom splitting a dense subset in a compact connected 
Souslin line. 
The following theorem generalizes results on ordered spaces in [ 171. 
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that X is a compact space which has a base of clopen sets such 
that any two members of the base are homeomorphic and that the difference of any two 
members is equal to the disjoint union of members of the base. 
(a) If X has a point offirst countability, then X has only one nonempty clopen set 
up to homeomorphism. 
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(b) rfX is hereditarily Lindeliif then X has diversity two. 
Proof. Let X be compact and let B be a clopen base for X which satisfies the hypotheses. 
First, note that the assumptions about 13 imply that any nonempty clopen subset of X is 
equal to the disjoint sum of members of B. To see this, note that any clopen set is equal 
to the union of a finite subcollection of f3, so it is sufficient to show that the difference 
of any one member of B and a finite sum of others is equal to a disjoint sum of members 
of Z?. This is established by an induction as follows. Fix sets U, Vo, VI, . . , V,, in t3. 
Let 30 be a pairwise disjoint subcollection of B whose union equals U - Vo. For each 
i > 0 and each W E 3i-t let 3w,i be a pairwise disjoint subcollection of 13 whose union 
equals W-V,, and let 3i = l_lwGFe_, 3w,i. Then 3n is a pairwise disjoint subcollection 
of a whose union is U - l-l:=, Vi. 
Now suppose that X has a point of first countability. It is sufficient to show that if 
U, Uo E B are disjoint then U U Uo E U; so fix such a pair of sets. Since X has a 
point of first countability, every member of B must have such a point. So choose a point 
p E U and a countable nested sequence of members of 23 which forms a local base at 
p and whose first element is U. Now write the difference of each successive pair of 
elements of this sequence as a disjoint union of a finite set of members of B, and order 
the resulting collection in the natural way to obtain a sequence UI , U2, which satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(1) U, n U, = 0 if i # j. 
(2) u:, u, = u - {P). 
(3) For each open set 0 which contains p there is an integer n such that Ur”=, U, c 0. 
Now choose homeomorphisms hi : Ui + lJ%+l for i = 0, 1, . . . and define h : UUU, -+ U 
by letting h(p) = p and h(z) = hi(z) f or zr E Vi. It is easily checked that h is a 
homeomorphism from U U UO onto U. 
Now suppose that X is hereditarily Lindelbf. By (a), all nonempty clopen subsets of 
X are homeomorphic. But if U is a noncompact open set, then U can be covered by 
countably many clopen sets, from which it follows that U is equal to a discrete sum of 
countably many clopen sets. Thus, all noncompact open subsets of X are homeomorphic. 
So X has diversity two. 0 
Two ordered spaces are order-isomorphic if there is an order-preserving homeomor- 
phism between them. 
Proposition 1.7. A compact, totally disconnected, ccc, ordered space has diversity two if 
its set of nonjump points is dense and is order-isomorphic to the set of nonjump points in 
any clopen interval of X. (Note that each occurrence of “nonjump” can be replaced by 
“jump” since an order-isomorphism of one implies an order-isomorphism of the other) 
Proof. Let X satisfy the hypothesis, N the set of nonjump points of X, K a clopen 
interval of X, and f : K n N + N an order-isomorphism. (Note the subspace and order 
topologies coincide for K n N and for N.) Then the unique extension of f to K is an 
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order-isomorphism onto X since the set of jump points of K (X respectively) is K - N 
(X - N respectively). Thus, all clopen intervals of X are homeomorphic. Since X is 
ccc and ordered, it is hereditarily Lindelof. Hence, by Theorem 1.6 div(X) = 2. 17 
2. Diversity two separable ordered spaces 
Let I denote the set of irrational points of the Cantor set C. Note that arc is just 
(order-isomorphic to) D, the double arrow of the unit interval. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 5’ be a cocountable subset of I such that I - S is dense in C. A 
compact, separable, order-able space X with no uncountable metrizable subspace has 
diversity two iff X is either homeomorphic to asC or arc. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.7 div(asC) = div(alC) = 2. This is clear for alC. To see this 
for asC note that the set of rationals is order-isomorphic to the intersection of (the copy 
of) I - S in a,& with any clopen interval of asC. 
Let X satisfy the hypothesis, and have diversity two. Note that X is first countable 
with no uncountable second countable subspace. Hence the set of nonjump points of X 
under any admissible order is countable. 
First under some admissible order on X let the set of nonjump points be scattered. 
Then by Theorem 1.2 there is admissible order < on X under which each point is a 
jump point. Let A be a countable dense subset of X which includes with respect to < 
the neighbor of each point of A and the endpoints of X. Then A is order-isomorphic to 
the copy of C - I in aIC, and so X is order-isomorphic to aIC. 
By Proposition 1.7 and the argument in the first paragraph of this proof, X is homeo- 
morphic to asC if under some admissible order on X the set of nonjump points is dense 
in X (and hence order-isomorphic to the rationals). 
Finally note under any admissible order on X, the set of nonjump points is either 
scattered or dense. Otherwise by Theorem 1.2 X would not be homeomorphic to a& 
while there would be, under some admissible order, a clopen interval homeomorphic 
to alC since this interval would consists only of jump points; hence div(X) wouldn’t 
be two. 0 
Remark 2.2. There are separable, diversity two, nonmetric ordered spaces with uncount- 
able metrizable subspaces (i.e., with uncountably many jump points as well as uncount- 
ably many nonjump points). However, there seems to be no nice characterization of such 
spaces. The next lemma will help construct one such example. 
Lemma 2.3 [8]. Let A be any nortempty set of reals such that Q’A + Q = A (Q is the 
rationals, Q’ = Q - {0}, and @A + Q = {pa + q: p E Q’, a E A, q E Q}). Then A 
is order-isomorphic to any of its convex open subsets. (In fact div(A) = 1 $A is totally 
disconnected.) 
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Example 2.4. nx (0, l] 1 IS a separable, diversity two, nonmetric, ordered space with an 
uncountable metrizable subspace, where X = (0, 1) - (Q’C + Q). 
To see this first note Q’(Q’C + Q) + Q = Q’C + Q’ + Q = Q’C + Q. Hence by 
Lemma 2.3, (0, 1) - X = (0,l) n (Q’C + Q) is h omeomorphic to any of its convex 
open subsets. Clearly (0, 1) - X is dense and uncountable in (0, 1). Also X is dense and 
uncountable in [0, 1] since (0, 1) - X is a countable union of copies of C and is hence 
first category. Thus ax[O, l] has uncountably many nonjump points and is not metric. 
Moreover by Proposition 1.7 div(ax[O, 11) = 2. 
Remark 2.5. With Proposition 1.7 in mind we believed at one time that a space is 
separable, diversity two, and ordered with an uncountable co-uncountable set of jump 
points iff it is homeomorphic to ayC where Y C I, Y is uncountable and co-uncountable, 
and for every nonempty open interval 0 of C we have ]Y] = ]O n Y 1 and 11 - Y 1 = 
10 - Y 1. However with J. Pelant [ 191 we constructed the counterexample ayC where Y 
is a dense and co-dense subset of I such that (I - Y) Ti [0, l/3] is order-isomorphic to 
(O! 1) - (Q’C + Q) and (I - Y) n (2/3, l] IS order-isomorphic to (Q’C + Q) n (0, 1). 
(Recall that (0, 1) minus any countable dense subset is order-isomorphic to 1.) To show 
that this works first note by Example 2.4, (0, 1) - (Q’C + Q) is dense in (0,l) and 
homeomorphic (but not order-isomorphic) to the irrationals since it contains no nonempty 
open set with compact closure and it is a Gs and hence topologically complete. Hence 
for each nonempty open interval 0, ]Y/ = 10 n Y] = /1 - Y] = 10 - Y] = 2n”. 
Finally, the clopen intervals A = {(cc, i) E ayC: 0 < z < l/3} and B = ayC - A 
are not homeomorphic since the subset of nonjump points of the compact space A 
(B respectively) is a second (first respectively) category subset, and (by [24]) in any 
admissible reordering of an ordered space, the cardinality of the set of points changing 
from jump to nonjump is at most the density of the space (in this case No). That is, ayC 
is not diversity two. 
The above discussion shows that for Example 2.4, a(o,,)_x[O, l] is also separable, 
diversity two, nonmetric, and orderable with an uncountable metrizable subspace; yet it 
is not homeomorphic to ax[O, I]. 
3. Diversity two Souslin lines 
Since diversity two spaces are hereditarily Lindelof, a nonseparable diversity two space 
is an example of a compacts L space. As pointed out in [ 171, a classical result of Juhasz 
is that it is consistent that such spaces do not exist (see [25] for a survey of this topic). 
In this section we study methods for constructing nonseparable diversity two ordered 
spaces-i.e., diversity two Souslin lines. 
An ordered space is order-homogeneous if every two nonsingleton closed intervals are 
order-isomorphic. 
By Proposition 1.5 each orderable, nonseparable, diversity two, space is obtained by 
splitting a dense subset of a compact connected Souslin line. In this section it will be 
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shown that unlike the separable case, there is no universal compact Souslin line whose 
splittings yield all the nonseparable diversity two orderable spaces. Moreover each order- 
homogeneous compact Souslin line will be shown to have at least two nonhomeomorphic 
splittings. 
So there seems to be no nice way to even begin to characterize the nonseparable 
diversity two spaces. 
Remark 3.1. As noted in [ 171 the double arrow of any compact order-homogeneous 
Souslin line has diversity two. (See Proposition 1.7.) 
Let T be a standard homogeneous Souslin tree (see [7]), i.e., ITI = Nr and every 
chain and antichain is countable. Moreover, T c 2<w1 (all Q sequences from (0, l> for 
(Y < wr) such that: 
(1) T is ordered by inclusion; 
(2) s E T, = {CE E T: ht(z) = a} implies s E 2”; 
(3) if s E T, and or is a limit ordinal, then s does not end in a 0 sequence or a 1 
sequence; 
(4) each point has exactly two immediate successors; 
(5) if s E T,, then s has successors in each Tp for CY < p < wt ; 
(6) if s, b E T and ht(s) < ht(b)! then s * b E T, where, for any s, b E 2(“‘, s * b 
denotes the sequence formed by following s by the “tail end” of b. Formally, the [th 
element of s * b is given by 
(s * b)C = 
{ 
SE if 6 < ht(s), 
be if ht(s) < < < ht(b). 
Note that condition (6) implies that T is homogeneous, i.e., for all z,y E T such that 
ht(rc) = ht(y) there exists an order-preserving automorphism u on T such that a(z) = y 
and c(y) = z. 
Let S’ be the set of all maximal branches of T. So S’ c 2<w’. (As usual, we identify 
each maximal branch b with the sequence U b.) Give S’ the lexicographic order topology. 
For s E T, let se = s-(0, 1,l (w times) .) and sr = s-( l,O, 0 (w times). . .). Then 
so,sr E S’. Let S = S’ - {SO: s E T} with the lexicographic order topology (not the 
subspace topology from S’). 
Clearly S’ is order-isomorphic to ORS where R = {SI: s E T). 
By Theorem 4 in chapter 4 of [7], S is a compact order-homogeneous Souslin line. 
Below the proof of that result is simplified (by eliminating the need of its Lemma 5) and 
used to show div(S’) = 2. 
Theorem 3.2. div(S’) = 2 and 5” is not homeomorphic to the double arrow of S. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 S’ and the double arrow of S are not homeomorphic since S’ has 
a dense set of nonjump points. 
We now show that any clopen interval in S’ is order-isomorphic to S’. This will imply 
that div(S’) = 2 by Theorem 1.6. 
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Let W be the collection consisting of w plus each countable limit ordinal with an 
immediate predecessor amongst the limit ordinals. Let J = {so, si: s E T}, and for 
each cy E W let S, = {b]cr: b E S’}. Th en S, (with the lexicographical order) is the 
Cantor set whose set of jump points is !J{2<: < E W n (a + 1)) n J. 
Let [p, q] be a clopen interval of S’. Then p is si or (0,O (w times ) . .), and q is to 
or (1, 1 (w times ) . . .) for s, t E T. Fix p and q, and let X = min{cr: {p,q} c S,}. Let 
f : 5’~ + SX n [p, q] be an order-isomorphism such that f(Sx - S’) = (SX - S’) n [p, q]. 
This can be done because Sx - (S’ - J) is countable, 5‘~ - S’ and (SX - S’) n [p,q] 
are order-isomorphic to the rationals, and Sx and Sx n [p, q] are order-isomorphic to the 
Cantor set. 
Define c : S’ + S’n[p, q] as follows: gI(SxflS’) = fl(SxnS’), and (T(S) = (f(slx))*s 
for s E S’ - Sx. By the properties of T listed earlier, g is an order-isomorphism. 0 
Remark 3.3. The (three) homogeneous Souslin trees constructed in [7] use 0 which 
implies CH. If under -CH a compact connected Souslin line H can be constructed 
with an order-homogeneous dense subset A where IAl = N1 (as done for S), then the 
double arrow of H, aAH, and a- H_AH (ii equals H minus its endpoints) would be 
three nonhomeomorphic diversity two splitting of H. 
The next proposition will be used in Section 4 to establish that there are 2N1 distinct 
diversity two Souslin lines. Moreover there is no universal Souslin line whose splittings 
generate all these spaces. 
Proposition 3.4. Let X and Y be two nonhomeomorphic, order-homogeneous, compact, 
connected So&in lines. Then no splitting of Y is homeomorphic to the double arrow of 
X. 
Proof. Assume there is a splitting asY homeomorphic to the double arrow a,-X of X 
(i.e., X consists of all but the endpoints of X). Let h: aBY + a,-X be a homeomor- 
phism. Then aBY is totally disconnected. Hence B is dense in Y, and so aBY has a 
dense set of jump points. 
Claim: There is a dense subset B’ of B such that h({ (b, 0), (b, 1))) is not an adjacent 
set of jump points for each b E B’. For suppose not, i.e., there is a clopen interval K 
in aBY on which each adjacent set of jump points is mapped to an adjacent set of 
jump points. Then the space k obtained from K by identifying each {(y, 0), (y, 1)) for 
?/ E B n K is homeomorphic to the space h(K) obtained from h(K) by identifying each 
{h((y,O)), h((y, 1))) for y E B n K. But R is homeomorphic to the closed interval 
{Y E Y: (Y>O) E K or (y, 1) E K} which in turn is homeomorphic to Y since Y 
is order-homogeneous. Similarly h(K) is homeomorphic to X. Hence X and Y are 
homeomorphic, which is a contradiction. Therefore the claim holds. 
Choose a sequence {b n } n<w in B’ as follows. Let bl E B’. Suppose for n < w that 
b, has been chosen. Let b,+i E B’ such that h((b,+i,O)) and h((&+i, 1)) are between 
the nonadjacent points h((b,,,O)) and h((b,, 1)). This can be done since B’ is dense 
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jump points to adjacent jump points, h, : D, + X, is a monotone homeomorphism for 
each n, where h, is induced by hIDA. Moreover, X, is a nonsingleton closed interval 
in X since D, is a nonsingleton, closed and connected subset of the compact space Y. 
Therefore, X,, is order-isomorphic to the order-homogeneous pace X. So each D, is 
order-isomorphic to (X, <) ((X, <*) respectively) if hlDk is order-preserving (order- 
reversing respectively). 
Moreover X is not reversible since otherwise there would be an order-isomorphism 
between X and Y via the h,‘s. 0 
4. Diversity two and hereditarily LindelSf products 
Answering a question of Mioduszewski [ 171, van Douwen noted that C x D is a 
nonorderable diversity two space. Below we investigate when the product of diversity 
two ordered spaces will be diversity two. We show that such a product will be diversity 
two iff the product is hereditarily Lindelof. If one of the factors is separable, we show 
that the product is diversity two iff it has countable spread iff the factors satisfy an 
order-type condition. This is accomplished, in part, by showing that no finite product of 
GO spaces contains an S space, which extends a recent result of [ 121. We show that PFA 
implies that one of these factors must be the Cantor set, that CH implies the existence of 
a product where neither factor is C, and that 0 implies that both factors can be Souslin 
lines. Finally, we obtain some results on the preservation of hereditary Lindelofness in 
products where at least one factor is a GO space, and apply these results to diversity two 
products in which the factors are not assumed to be orderable. 
Example 4.1. The product of a diversity two Souslin line with itself is non-ccc, and thus 
cannot be diversity two. The double arrow, D, of the unit interval is diversity two, but 
D x D is not hereditarily Lindeliif (since it contains a discrete subset of size c), and is 
thus not diversity two. Note however, that D x D has a base satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 1.6, and thus all clopen subsets of D x D are homeomorphic. 
An S space is regular and hereditarily separable but not Lindelof. It is well known 
(e.g., see [25, p. 3021) that a regular non-Lindelof space of countable spread contains an 
S space. Since ccc orderable spaces are hereditarily Lindelbf, no orderable space contains 
an S space. 
The next result was obtained in collaboration with Simon [28]. 
Theorem 4.2. Let X and Y be ordered spaces. If there is a strictly monotone function 
from an uncountable set of jump points of X to a set of jump points of Y, then X x Y 
has uncountable spread. The converse is true if X and Y are compact and totally 
disconnected and X is hereditarily Lindeliif and Y is separable. 
Proof. Let f : X’ + Y’ be a strictly monotone function where X’ and Y’ are uncountable 
sets of jump points in X and Y respectively. Without loss of generality any two distinct 
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points of X’ (of Y’, respectively) have at least two points of X (Y, respectively) strictly 
between them. For z E X’ let 20 be the minimum and zi be the maximum of the set 
consisting of z and its neighbors in X. Define ya and yi similarly for y E Y’. 
If f is increasing, then {(za,f(z)i): z E X’} is an uncountable discrete subset of 
X x Y; if f is decreasing, then { (20, f(z)a): IC E X’} is an uncountable discrete subset 
OfX x Y. 
Conversely let X x Y have an uncountable discrete subset G where X and Y are 
compact and totally disconnected. First consider the case where both X and Y are 
separable and, hence, hereditarily separable. Without loss of generality let X and Y each 
be dense-in-itself since the largest dense-in-itself subsets of X and Y are closed and 
cocountable. (To see this note A - A (w) is an S space if A is an uncountable scattered 
subspace of a regular hereditarily separable space.) Hence by Proposition 1.4, X and Y 
are splittings of the Cantor set. Let p: X -+ C and q : Y + C be the canonical quotient 
maps, i.e., p((r, i)) = T for (r, i) E X where T E C and i E (0, l}, and q is analogously 
defined. 
Note ({z} x Y)nG and (X x {y})nG are countable for all z E Y and y E Y since X 
and Y are ccc and G is discrete. So there exists a cardinality Ni subset G’ of G which is a 
one to one function inside X x Y. Let G be a collection of open rectangles in X x Y each 
member of which contains exactly one point of G’. Then there exists a positive integer n 
such that G’ = {A E (3: min{length of pni (A), length q”*(A)} 3 l/n} is uncountable 
where ~1 and 7r2 are the projection maps onto X and Y respectively. Without loss of 
generality let each point of G’ be in the lower right corner of the member of G’ which 
contains the point. This can be done since all but countably many points of G’ are in 
a corner of the members of G’ that contain them. (For example let L be the set of all 
points of G’ each of which is on the left edge of the member of G’ which contains it. 
Then for d E L n A and A E G’, xl(A) x qr2(A) IS a neighborhood of (KTT] (d), qnz(d)) 
in X x C. Then L is countable since X x C is hereditarily Lindelof.) 
Let P = rl(G’), FO = {{x,y} c P: z # y, and z > y implies f(z) > f(y)} and 
Fi = {{z,Y} c P: z#y> and z > y implies f(z) < f(y)}. Then {Fo, FI} is a parti- 
tion of all two element subsets of P, and IPI = Ni . 
Note there is no decreasing infinite set in G’ since in any decreasing subset of G’, the 
corresponding (“lower right”) members of 4’ are pairwise disjoint, and there are only 
finitely many pairwise disjoint subsets each of length at least l/n in C. 
Hence by the combinatorial theorem WI + (wi,w)* (e.g., see [26, pp. 7-S]), there 
exists A c P such that IAl = i-21 and the set of all two element subsets of A is contained 
in Fo. So flA is increasing and IAl = Nl. 
For the general case let X be hereditarily Lindelof and Y be separable. Later, The- 
orem 4.24 will show that the projection ri(G) of the discrete set G into X contains a 
separable subset A which is not second countable. Then A is compact, separable, and 
totally disconnected. Also, A x Y has uncountable spread since G fl (A x Y) is uncount- 
able. Therefore by the first part of the converse portion of this proof, there is a strictly 
monotone function f from an uncountable set of jump points of A to a set of jump points 
of Y. All but countably many jump points of A are jump points of X since X is ccc 
and each jump point of A which is not a jump point of X is an endpoint of a member 
of a pairwise disjoint collection of nonempty open intervals of X which are contained 
in X - A. Hence the restriction of f to all jump points of X which are elements of ii 
is a strictly monotone function from an uncountable set of jump points of X to a set of 
jump points of Y. Cl 
Note 4.3. In Theorem 4.2, X and Y need not be compact or totally disconnected, and 
they need only be GO spaces. In this case let X’ and Y’ be the union of all singleton 
components of X and Y respectively. Show that G - (X’ x Y’) is countable for any 
uncountable discrete G c X x Y. Then take the Dedekind compactification of X’ and 
Y’ and be a bit more careful in modifying the function f. Products of Souslin lines are 
more complicated since the square of a connected Souslin line is not even ccc. 
Theorem 4.4. Let X and Y be diversity two spaces. Then div(X x Y) = 2 iff X x Y 
is hereditarily Lindeltifi 
Proof. If div(X x Y) = 2, then X x Y is hereditarily Lindelijf since each diversity two 
space has this property. 
Conversely let X x Y be hereditarily Lindelof. If J and K are nonempty compact and 
open in X and Y respectively, then J is homeomorphic to X and K is homeomorphic 
to Y; hence the “rectangle” J x K is homeomorphic to X x Y. Note that the set of all 
clopen rectangles forms a base for X x Y. Also, if E x F and J x K are clopen rectangles 
in X x Y, then {E x (F-K), (E - J) x (FnK)} is a partition of (E x F) - (J x K) 
into two clopen rectangles. Hence div(X x Y) = 2, by Theorem 1.6. 0 
Corollary 4.5. div(X x C) = 2 for each diversity two space X. 
Proof. By [32] the product of a hereditarily Lindeliif space with a separable metric space 
is hereditarily Lindelof. 0 
Corollary 4.6. rfdiv(X) = div(X2) = 2, then X = C. 
Proof. Every closed subset of a hereditary Lindelbf space is a Gs. By [29] a compact 
space with a G6 diagonal is metrizable. So the result follows since C is the only diversity 
two metric space by [ 131. 0 
In the statement of the next result, the Cantor set C can replace [0, l] for totally 
disconnected spaces as indicated in the proof below. Hence the next result generalizes 
Proposition 1.4. 
Lemma 4.7. Any separable GO space is a subspace of a quotient of D and is a subspace 
of a splitting of the closed unit interval. 
Proof. Let Y be a separable GO space. The greatest ordered compactification bX [IO] 
of an ordered space X is the ordered compactification of X such that bX - X consists 
of jump points of bX. This definition naturally extends to the greatest ordered compact- 
ification bY of the GO space Y. 
Then bY can be considered a subspace of a compact, separable, dense-in-itself ordered 
space Y’ since bY is homeomorphic to the subspace bY x (0) of the lexicographic 
product Y’ = (A x (0)) U (B x C) w h ere A is the set of nonisolated points of bY and 
B = bY - A. (Note that Y’ is obtained from splitting points in C iff Y’ is totally 
disconnected iff Y is totally disconnected.) Let N be the set of nonjump points of Y’. 
Then the splitting UNY’ is a compact, separable, dense-in-itself ordered space with only 
jump points. That is, UNY’ is (order isomorphic to) D. So Y’ is the quotient of D 
obtained by identifying (“unsplitting”) each pair { (s/1,0), (n, 1)) for n E N. Hence, Y 
is a subspace of the quotient Y’ of D. 
Moreover, [0, l] is the quotient of Y’ obtained by identifying each pair of adjacent 
jump points of Y’. So Y’ is obtained by splitting those points of [0, l] which were unsplit 
by the quotient. So Y is a subspace of a splitting of [O,l]. 0 
Lemma 4.8 [ 121. No jinite product contains an S space where each factor is obtained 
by splitting points in the real line. 
Corollary 4.9. No finite product of GO spaces contains an S space. 
Proof. Let A be a separable subset of nz=“=, Xi, where each X, is a GO space. Then the 
prqjection 7ri(A) into Xi is a separable GO space. So by Lemma 4.7, ni(A) is a subspace 
of a splitting of [0, l]. Since A c fly=, ri(A), A IS not an S space by Lemma 4.8. Thus 
ny=, Xi contains no S space. 0 
Theorem 4.10. Let X and Y he diversity two ordered spaces such that Y is separable. 
Then div(X x Y) = 2 i#X x Y hus countable spread iff there is no strictly monotone 
function from an uncountable set of of jump points of X to a set of jump points of Y. 
Proof. This follows directly from the discussion about S spaces at the beginning of this 
section, Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 and Corollary 4.9. 0 
A set X of real numbers is NI-dense if X has no endpoints and between any two 
points of X, there are Nl points of X. Any uncountable set of reals contains an Nl-dense 
subset. 
The proper forcing axiom (PFA) (e.g., see [l]) implies MA(Nl), and hence implies 
that there is no Souslin line. It also implies the following result by Baumgartner. 
Lemma 4.11 [l]. PFA implies that all Nl-dense sets of reals have the same order type 
(i.e., there is an order-preserving bijection between any two such sets). 
Theorem 4.12 (PFA). Let X and Y be orderable and diversity two. Then div(X x Y) = 
2 iff either X or Y is homeomorphic to C. 
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Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 4.5, Theorem 4.10, the discussion following 
4.10, Proposition 1.4, and Lemma 4.11 since C is the only metrizable diversity two 
space. 0 
Recall that large cardinals are needed to prove the consistency of PFA. However, the 
full force of PFA is not needed to prove the consistency of the statement in Theorem 4.12; 
its consistency can be proven in ZFC. To see this one simply needs to check that the 
forcing argument in [2] can be modified to prove the consistency of “MA@]) + all 
Nt-dense sets of reals have the same order type”. 
Example 4.13 (CH). There exists nonmetrizable, separable, orderable, diversity two 
spaces X and Y such that div(X x Y) = 2. 
The construction is the diagonalization argument found on p. 36 in [30] except for 
redefining A0 = Q (the rationals), Al = Q’& + Q = {u& + b: a E Q’, b E Q} 
(Q’ = Q - {0}), and Ag = Q’tp + Bp is disjoint from I3; for each /3 < ZNO. As in [30] 
each Bp = Uacp A,, Eo = U{Aa: IY < 2u0, a even}, Et = U{Aa: LY < 2n”, cr odd}, 
and Ea and El are disjoint dense subsets of the reals such that there is no strictly 
monotonic function from a subset of EO of size 2No into El. 
Using Lemma 2.3 we will show that EO and El are order-homogeneous by proving 
Q’Ei + Q = Ei for i E (0, 1). Using induction assume @A, + Q = A, for all Q: < ,0. 
Then 
Q’AB + Q = Q’ 
( 
Q’tg + u A, + Q 
a<0 > 
= 
( 
Q’tp + u Q-4, + Q 
a<P > 
= Q’tp + u (Q’Aa + Q) 
a<P 
= Q’tp + u A, 
a<0 
=Ap. 
Hence for each a < 2N11, Q’A, + Q = A,. Moreover, 
Q’Eo + Q = @(U{A,: a < ZN”, Q even}) + Q 
= u { Q’A, + Q: (v < 2N”, cy even} 
=Eo, 
and similarly for El. 
Let IR* be the Dedekind (two point) compactification of the real line (hence Iw* is 
order-isomorphic to the unit interval), and X and Y be obtained by splitting the points 
of EO and El respectively in IR’. X and Y are ordered, separable, and by Proposition 1.7 
there are diversity two. Moreover X x Y is diversity two by Theorem 4.10 assuming CH. 
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A Luzin set is an uncountable set of reals having countable intersection with every 
first category set. Luzin sets exists under CH but fail to exist under MA + -CH (e.g., 
see [16, pp. 204-2051). 
Note 4.14. In [27] the following incorrect result appears: for hereditarily Lindelof or- 
dered spaces X and Y in which all nowhere dense sets are second countable, X x Y is 
ccc iff it is hereditarily Lindelof. To obtain a counterexample let X = Y = ULIW where 
L is a Luzin set. (See [23] for more details.) However, if “nowhere dense” is replaced 
by “separable” in [27], the resulting statement is correct and the proof goes through (via 
the correction of its typos). The following generalization of the separable case has been 
obtained in [23]. 
Theorem 4.15. Let X be a hereditarily Lindeliifspace and Y be a GO space such that 
all nowhere dense subsets of X and all separable subset of Y are second countable. 
Then X x Y is ccc iff it is hereditaril~~ Lindel@ 
Example 4.16 (CH). There exists nonmetrizable, orderable, diversity two spaces X and 
Y such that X is separable, Y is Souslin, and div(X x Y) = 2. 
Let A be a Luzin set and A’ = @A + Q. Since any translation, multiple, or countable 
union of Luzin sets in again Luzin, A’ is Luzin. Let X = aA/R*, where iR* is again the 
Dedekind compactification of the reals. By Proposition 1.7 and Lemma 2.3, div(X) = 2. 
Since A’ is a Luzin set, any nowhere dense subset of X is second countable. 
Let Y = S’, where S’ is the diversity two Souslin line defined at the beginning of 
Section 3. Any nowhere dense (equivalently, separable-e.g., see ahead to Lemma 4.25) 
subset of S’ is second countable since: (a) by ccc and orderability any nowhere dense 
subset of S’ is hereditarily separable, (b) at the ath level of the tree T the set of jump 
points J, (which are maximal branches) is countable, and J, n (Up<, Jp) = 0 for any 
cy < WI, and (c) the weight of an ordered space equals its density plus its number of 
jump points. 
Note that X x Y is ccc since X is separable and Y is ccc. Hence, div(X x Y) = 2 
by Theorems 4.4 and 4.15. 
We next show how to produce, using 0, a pair of diversity two Souslin lines whose 
product is diversity two. We first need to introduce a few definitions. 
If y < WI is a limit ordinal then a standard homogeneous y-tree is a tree T c 2<Y 
such that the height of T is y, each level of T is countable, and T satisfies the six 
conditions that follow Remark 3.1 (with “WI” replaced by “7” in the obvious way). 
If Tl and Tz are trees of the same height then Tl @ T2 denotes the usual product tree: 
Tl @ T2 = { (zE:, y) E Tl x T2: ht(z) = ht(y)} with the order obtained by declaring that 
(2, y) < (z’, y’) iff z < Z’ and y < y’ (note that we are using Tl and T2 denote two 
different trees, not the first and second levels of a tree T). For s, b E 2<“” @ 2’w1 define 
s * b in the obvious way: we must have ht(s,) < ht(bi) (where the subscripts denote 
projections), and we let s * b = (SI * bl , s2 * b2). 
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If T c 2<Y, then by a -y-branch of T we mean a b E 27 such that brew E T for each 
cy < y. Similarly, by a y-branch of Tj @ Tl, we mean an ordered pair b = (0,) b2) such 
that each bi is a y-branch of T,. 
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 1.3.6 of [3]. 
Lemma 4.17. Let y < WI be a limit ordinal, T be a standard homogeneous y-tree, and 
A & T be a maximal antichain in T. Then there exists a y-branch b of T which doesn’t 
end in all OS or all IS such that, for each s in T, s *b is greater than some member of 
A (i.e., s * b “runs through” A). 
Proof. Order T = {so,s~,. . .} in type w. We construct b by induction on w. Let bo = 
SO-(0, 1). Suppose that we have constructed b,,_l. Let bi, E T be an extension (if 
necessary) of b,_l such that ht(bL) > ht(s,). S’ mce A is a maximal antichain and 
s,, * b; E T, we can extend bk to bii E T such that s, * bi lies above some member 
of A. Now let b, = b:- (0,l). Let b = lJ,“=, b,. Note that ht(b,) > ht(sn), and thus 
bE2-‘. U 
The proof of Lemma 4.17 generalizes easily to the following. The details are left to 
the reader. 
Lemma 4.18. Let y < WI be a limit ordinal, Tl and T2 be standard homogeneous y- 
trees and A 5 Tj @ Tz be a maximal antichain in Tl @ T2. Then there exists a y-branch 
b = (bl , b2) of Tl @ T2 such that neither bl nor b2 ends in alt O’s or alt 15 and, for each 
s in T, @ T2, s * b is greater than some member of A. Furthermore, for such a branch, 
s * bi lies above some member of ni(A) whenever s E Ti and i E (0, 1). 
Theorem 4.19 (0). There exists a pair of diversity two Souslin lines whose product is 
diversity two. 
Proof. We will use the above lemmas to inductively construct a pair Tt, T2 of Souslin 
trees. To simplify notation, the letter i will always range over { 1,2} and will indicate 
which tree we are considering, while Greek letters will range over the countable ordinals 
and will indicate a level in a tree. We will use Ti,, to denote the ath level of T,, and 
T& will denote the sub-tree U{TQ: p < Q}. 
Fix a 0 sequence {A,: LY E WI} for wt x wt. By this we mean that each A, C_ cy x CY, 
and for each subset S C wt x WI, the equality S n (CY x a) = A, holds for a stationary 
set of a’s (It is easy to get such a sequence: pick a one to one correspondence from wr 
onto wt x wt which, for each limit y, takes [0, y) onto y x y, and then apply it to a 0 
sequence for wt .) 
We will abuse notation and consider each A, to be a subset of the Cartesian product 
Tl x T2, where Tl and Tz are the trees that we are about to construct. To formalize this 
we would really need to build a one to one correspondence between each T, and wt while 
the trees were being constructed. These correspondences need only satisfy the condition 
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that, for each limit ordinal y, T:, corresponds to an interval of the form [0,6), where fi 
is also a limit ordinal. The reader can easily verify that this can be done. 
Start by letting T%,o = 0. Condition 4 (of the list after 3.1) determines what must be 
done at nonlimit levels (just add a 0 or 1 to all previously defined sequences), so assume 
that y is a limit ordinal and that T;“,, and T:_,, have been defined. Consider two cases. 
If A, is a subset of Tcy @ T{_, and is a maximal antichain in Tc7 @ T<r, then pick a 
y-branch b, = (b I,?> b2,r) of T:, @ T;, which satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 4.18. 
Otherwise, we consider Tc7 and T;,,, separately. If “](A,) is a maximal antichain in 
T;_,, then pick a y-branch bl,, of T,:_, which satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 4.17. 
Otherwise, let bt,, be any y-branch of Tc7 which doesn’t end in all O’s or all 1’s. Pick 
a y-branch b2,y of T;i,_, in the same way. In either case, let each 
T,,, = {s-k bi,,: s E T&}. 
Let Z = UYEw, T,,-,. It is easy to check that TI and T2 are standard homogeneous 
tit-trees. Note that Tl,, x T2,-, = {s * b,: s E TTY @ T:_,} (where b, denotes (bl,,, by) 
even if the branches were chosen via the second case). Thus, whenever A, is a maximal 
antichain in Tc7 ~3 T2*,_,, each member of Tl,, x Tz,~ is above some member of A,. It 
follows by the usual argument (e.g., see Theorem 11.7.8 of [ 151) that T, 63 T2 is Souslin. 
It is easily checked that {rl(A,): u E WI } is a 0 sequence in wt. Note that whenever 
ni(A,) is a maximal antichain in T,:,, each member of Ti,, is above some member of 
7ri (A?) (the “furthermore” part of Lemma 4.18 is important here). It follows that Tl and 
T2 are Souslin trees. 
Let S,! be the O-dimensional Souslin line obtained by lexicographically ordering all the 
maximal branches of T,. Since Ti and T2 are standard homogeneous Souslin trees, the 
results concerning S’ in sections 3 and 4 apply. By Theorem 3.2, div(Si) = 2. We will 
show below that S{ x Si is ccc. Note that each nowhere dense or separable subset of 
each S,! is second countable (see the third paragraph of Example 4.16). By Theorem 4.15, 
Si x Si is hereditarily Lindelof, and thus div(Si x Si) = 2 by Theorem 4.4. 
It is straightforward to check that Si x Si is ccc. If it were not, then one could find 
a pairwise disjoint collection {R,: LY < WI} of nonempty open rectangles, with each 
R, = J,,, x Jz,~ where each J,,, = (l?,,,, T,,, ) is an open interval in S:. For each 
(Y < ~1, choose ai,, E Ti such that each ai,N is lexicographically between &a and TQ 
and such that ht(at,,) = ht(a2,cu), where this height is greater than the heights of any 
of el,,, ~1,~~ e2,a1, or f-2+. Let a, = (al,a,a2,n), so that a, E Tj @ T2. Note that the 
height of each ai,, is large enough so that any b E 2<w’ which extends ai,, is also 
lexicographically between Li,, and T’L,~. Now suppose that a, < up (in Tl ~3 T2) for 
some CY # /?. Let bi be a maximal branch of T, which extends ai,o, and note that each 
bi also extends ai,,. But then (bl, b2) is a point of Si x Si in R, f? Rp, contradicting the 
disjointness of R, and Rp. Thus, {a,: Q: < WI} is an uncountable antichain in TI ~3 T2, 
which contradicts the fact that Tl @I T2 is Souslin. 0 
The above technique for constructing standard homogeneous Souslin trees can be 
modified to produce a variety of diversity two Souslin lines. In fact, the following holds. 
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Theorem 4.20 (0). There are 2N’ nonhomeomorphic diversity two Souslin lines. 
Proof. In [ 14, Theorem 41, Jech gives a procedure for constructing a Souslin tree TF for 
each F E 2”‘. This is done in such a way that F # G implies that TF and TG are not 
isomorphic. It is not hard to verify that this procedure can be modified via the technique 
of Theorem 4.19 to produce such TF’S which are standard homogeneous Souslin trees. 
In fact, this can be done in such a way that the corresponding Souslin continua are 
nonisomorphic (see [ 14, Theorem 4a]). To be more precise, if SF denotes the compact, 
connected, order-homogeneous Souslin line obtained by lexicographically ordering the 
maximal branches of TF and deleting the left endpoints, then F # G implies that SF 
and SC: are not order-isomorphic. But a homeomorphism between connected ordered 
spaces must be either order-preserving or order reversing, so each SF is homeomorphic 
to at most one SG. Thus, we can find a subcollection C of (SF: F E 2”1} such that 
no two members of C are homeomorphic and IC 1 = 2”. Now take the double arrow of 
each member of C. By Remark 3.1, each resulting Souslin line has diversity two, and 
Proposition 3.4 implies that no two of them are homeomorphic. 0 
The authors are indebted to Stevo TodorEevid for the following lemma and theorem 
[31]. In what follows, we will use the term Souslin line in a broader setting to refer to 
any ccc, nonseparable GO space. 
Lemma 4.21. Let X be a So&in line and {xca: Q < WI} be a nonseparable subset of 
X. Given a neighborhood IQ of each x,, there exists {q: [ < WI} c WI and an interval 
neighborhood I& of x,< such that I& C Ia< for each < < WI and {I&: ( < WI} is a 
Souslin tree under reverse inclusion. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on < < WI. So assume for some 77 < wi that CY~ and I& 
are given for each < < 7). Since X is ccc, each I&, contains a countable subset D(I&) 
which is both coinitial and cofinal in I&. Let D, = U(.,n D(I&). Then 5, $ ET, 
for uncountably many Q’S since (5,: Q: < WI} is not separable. Take LYE such that 
z,,, $ B, and CY~ > I+ for all < < 7. Choose I& c Iacy, containing x,,, such that 
I&, c X - D,. 
Then {I&: < < WI} is a Souslin tree under reverse inclusion. (In fact for < < 7 and 
I& n 1& # 0 we have I& g I& since IA,, fl D(I&) = 0.) 0 
Theorem 4.22. Let X be a hereditarily LindelofGO space in which all separable subsets 
are second countable and D be the double arrow of [0, 11. Then X x D is hereditarily 
Lindelof 
Proof. If X is separable, then it is second countable and hence metric. So by [32] X x D 
is hereditarily Lindelof. 
So assume that X is nonseparable, i.e., X is a Souslin line. 
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Suppose X x D is not hereditarily Lindelof. Then there exists a set {(z,, ycy): (Y < WI } 
in X x D which is right separated as witnessed by a collection (1, x Ja} of open 
rectangles. That is, (z,, yya) E 1, x J, and (zig, ya) $! 1, x J, for each a < p < WI. 
Note that {z a: Q: < WI} is not separable since otherwise {IC,: cy < wi} x D would be 
a hereditarily Lindelof space containing the non Lindelof subspace {(z,, ye): o < WI}. 
So by Lemma 4.21 there exists {cry: < < WI} c WI and a Souslin tree {I&: < < wi} 
under reverse inclusion, where each I& is an interval neighborhood of x,< such that 
I& c &. 
We use forcing to complete the proof, but note that we are not producing a consistency 
result. Our notation is as in [ 151. Suppose that the theorem is not true and fix a countable 
transitive model A4 of ZFC in which it is false. Repeat the arguments of the previous 
paragraphs in A4 and let T denote the Souslin tree obtained. Force over the reverse order 
of T (i.e., T ordered by inclusion) adding a generic filter G to obtain a model M[G]. 
We will show that, in M[G], the double arrow space is not hereditarily Lindelof and 
thus arrive at a contradiction. Note that T will not be Souslin in M[G] nor will X be 
hereditarily Lindelof, but D” = Dnfic] b ecause this forcing will not add any new reals 
[ 15, Lemma VII.8.41. Note also that we have preserved cardinals, since T is ccc. 
We now work in M[G]. Since G is a filter it is a linearly ordered subset of T. Since 
G is generic, it intersects every level of T. Hence G is a branch in T of height WI. That 
is, G = {I&: < E W} where W is an uncountable subset of wi and I& > IL for 
each c, 77 E W with < < 7. But if 4.7 E W and < < 77 then (x,,~, ye,,) $ I& ;’ JaC 
and x,,, E I& c I& which implies that yQ, $ Jet. Hence, {Jo< : [ E W} induces a 
right separation on {yDy,: < E W}. Thus, {ya,: < E W} is a non Lindelof subset of D, 
a contradiction. Therefore, X x D is hereditarily Lindelof. 0 
Note 4.23. Theorem 4.22 will remain true if D is replaced by any hereditarily Lindelof 
space which will remain hereditarily Lindelof in an extension produced by forcing over 
a reverse Souslin tree. 
Theorem 4.24. Let X and Y be GO spaces such that X is hereditarily Lindeltix all 
separable subsets of X are second countable and Y is separable. Then X x Y is 
hereditarily Lindelof 
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, Y is a subspace of a quotient of D. Hence X x Y is a subspace of 
a quotient of X x D. Since hereditary Lindelofness is preserved by continuous functions, 
X x Y is hereditarily Lindelof by Theorem 4.22. 0 
Lemma 4.25. Any nowhere dense subset of a ccc GO space is separable. 
Proof. Let N be a nowhere dense subset of a ccc GO space Y. Then Y - fl is a union 
of a countable collection C of pairwise disjoint open convex subsets of Y. Let S be a 
countable subset of Y consisting of one point from each member of C plus each point of 
N which is an endpoint of some member of C. Then N c 3. Therefore N is separable 
since separability is hereditary for GO spaces. q 
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Theorem 4.26. Let X and Y be GO spaces such that all separable subsets of X are 
second countable. Then X x Y is ccc iff it is hereditarily LindelojI 
Proof. Let X and Y satisfy the hypothesis. Since hereditary Lindelofness always implies 
ccc, let X x Y be ccc. Hence X and Y are hereditarily Lindelof since ccc and hereditarily 
Lindelofness are equivalent for GO spaces. 
Suppose X x Y were not hereditarily Lindelof. Then X x Y would contain a 
right separated subset {(z,, ya) : cx < WI}. Note that any uncountable subset of 
1(x a,Ya ). (Y < WI} is right separated and hence not Lindelof. Therefore, by Theo- 
rem 4.24, every separable subset of {ya: cr < WI} is countable and, hence, second count- 
able (since it is a GO space). So by Lemma 4.25 and Theorem 4.15, X x {ye: (Y < wt } 
is hereditarily Lindelof. This contradicts the fact that {(x,, ya): IY < WI } is not Lindelof. 
Therefore X x Y is hereditarily Lindelof. 0 
Corollary 4.27. Let X and Y be diversity two spaces such that X is orderable and 
every separable subset of X and every nowhere dense subset of Y is second countable. 
Then div(X x Y) = 2 iff X x Y is ccc. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 4.4 and 4.15. 0 
Corollary 4.28. Let X and Y be diversity two orderable spaces such that all separable 
subsets of X are second countable and Y is separable. Then div(X x Y) = 2. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 4.4 and 4.24. 0 
Corollary 4.29. Let X and Y be diversity two orderable spaces such that all separable 
subsets of X are second countable. Then div(X x Y) = 2 iff X x Y is ccc. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 4.4 and 4.26. q 
Note 4.30. From 4.23 it follows that Corollaries 4.28 and 4.29 hold if instead of Y being 
orderable or separable, Y is a diversity 2 space which remains hereditarily Lindelof in 
an extension produced by forcing over a reverse Souslin tree. 
5. Questions 
Question 5.1. 3 Is each diversity two space a product of diversity two orderable spaces‘? 
If so, can such a product always be finite? 
Question 5.2. Is it consistent that any diversity two space is either orderable or the 
product of the Cantor set with a diversity two orderable space. (Yes if Question 5.1 has 
an affirmative answer.) 
’ Added in proof: Example I-b of [ 181 is a compact. diversity two, monotonically normal space which is not 
a product of ordered spaces. This answers Questions 5. I, 5.2, and 5.5 negatively. 
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Question 5.3. Let X be a GO space and Y be an hereditarily Lindeliif space such 
that every separable subset of X is second countable and X x Y is ccc. Is X x Y 
hereditarily LindelGf? In particular, if X and Y are diversity two spaces such that X is 
orderable, every separable subset of X is second countable and Y is separable, then is 
div(X x Y) = 2? 
Question 5.4. For hereditarily LindelGf totally disconnected GO spaces X and Y is 
X x Y hereditarily LindelGf equivalent to there being no strictly monotone function 
between uncountable sets of jump points of X and Y? (If so, then Question 5.3 has an 
affirmative answers. See Theorem 4.2.) 
Question 5.5. Let div(X) = 2. Is X orderable iff it is monotonically normal‘? (Yes if 
Question 5.1 has an affirmative answer.) Recall that at Tl space M is monotonically 
normal [4] if there is a function G that associates an open set G(p, U) to each pair 
(p, U), with p E U and U c M open, such that (i) p E G(p, U) c U, and (ii) if 
G(p, U) fl G(q, V) # 0, then p E V or q E U. 
Question 5.6. When are two (diversity two) splittings of the Cantor set homeomorphic? 
Question 5.7. If div(X x Y) = 2, does div(X) = 2 or div(Y) = 2? Note that Cx (w+l) 
is homeomorphic to C; so div(C x (w + 1)) = div(C) = 2, but w + 1 is not diversity 
two even though it is infinite and compact. 
Question 5.8. Can the conditions on the base in Theorem 1.6 be simplified? In particular, 
if X is compact and has a clopen base such that any two members are homeomorphic, 
then do either of the conclusions (a) or (b) hold’? 
As a final note, we briefly consider diversity two spaces which are locally compact 
(we drop our assumption that “diversity two” includes compactness). If a locally compact 
space of diversity two is totally disconnected, then it contains a compact open set, so the 
space is either compact or it is homeomorphic to the noncompact open set of a compact 
diversity two space. Thus, most of the results of this paper apply to such a space. 
Question 5.9. Is every noncompact but locally compact space of diversity two totally 
disconnected? 
Related to this is the question of local compactness in diversity one spaces. Proposi- 
tion 2.1 of [l l] states that no compact or locally compact space can have diversity one. 
However, the proof which follows that statement only considers compactness. From this 
proof, it follows that there cannot be a locally compact space of diversity one which is 
totally disconnected. Hence, the existence of a locally compact diversity one space would 
imply a negative answer to Question 5.9 (see the fourth paragraph of the introduction, 
and recall that we assume that all spaces are infinite and Hausdorff). 
Question 5.10. Does there exist a locally compact space of diversity one? 
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